[Study on brain tissue characteristics of rat model of Parkinson's disease based on functionality near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRs) technology].
Functionality near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRs) technology was utilized in the present paper to explore functional properties of brain tissue of rat model of Parkinson's disease(PD). Imaging data of rat model were detected by small animal MRI and CT; and characteristic parameters of striatum of rat brain were detected by fNIRs system. Experimental results show that, between PD and normal rat, there is no obvious change in morphological structure, but significant differences existed in reduced scattering coefficient (mu's) and cerebral blood volume (CBV) of rat striatum; there exists correlation between parameters (mu's, CB3V) obtained by fNIRs and parameters (cerebral blood flow (CBF), CBV) obtained by CT perfusion (CTP). These results indicate that fNIRs can be used as important reference for PD research.